Effect of trans- and cis-Isomeric Defects on the Localization of the Charged Excitations in π-Conjugated Organic Polymers
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ABSTRACT: We use the long-range-corrected hybrid density functional theory models to study the effect of various conformational distortions of weak-trans and strong-cis nature on the spatial localization of charged states in poly(p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV) and its derivative poly[2-methoxy-5-(2’-ethylhexyloxy)-p-phenylene vinylene] (MEH-PPV). The extent of self-trapping of positive (P+) and negative (P−) polarons is observed to be highly sensitive to molecular conformation that, in turn, controls the distribution of atomic charges within the polymers. It is shown that, to reach good agreement with recent experimental data on lattice distortion for P− and P+ excitations, the polarization of the medium plays a critical role. The introduction of weak-trans defects along the MEH-PPV chain breaks the observed symmetry for P− and P+ excitations. The P+ states exhibit more spatial localization owing to lattice relaxation than their vacuum counterparts in contrast to P−. These observations suggest higher mobilities of holes than that of electrons in MEH-PPV, in agreement with the experimental observations. The predicted binding, reorganization, and solvation energies for PPV and MEH-PPV are analyzed for this difference in the response behavior of holes and electrons for trans and cis distortions. This study allows for a better understanding of charge-transport and photophysical properties in π-conjugated organic materials by analyzing their underlying structure–property correlations. © 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.7 J. Polym. Sci., Part B: Polym. Phys. 2013, 51, 935–942
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INTRODUCTION Organic π-conjugated polymers form an important class of optoelectronic materials1 with a variety of applications in light-emitting diodes,2,3 field-effect transistors,4,5 and solar cells.6–8 The performance of these devices is determined by the charge carrier energetics and transport properties between the donor and the acceptor molecules in semiconducting polymer materials.9–13 For instance, the oppositely charged carriers (holes and electrons) form the weakly bound neutral pairs in a light-emitting diode if the Coulombic attraction between them exceeds their thermal energy. These pairs then dissociate radiatively or nonradiatively to form singlet or triplet neutral excitons, giving rise to the device electroluminescence or electrophosphorescence, respectively.1,3,14,15 On the other hand, the light absorption in a photovoltaic cell results in the formation of the neutral excited states at the heterojunctions which then dissociate into the photo-generated holes and electrons producing the photocurrent.16–19 Thus, the detailed understanding of the nature and dynamics of these primary neutral and charged excitations (excitons and polarons), their propagation along and among the chains and the interaction between the excited electronic states is critical in improving the efficiency of these electro-optical devices.20–25 Among several types of conjugated polymers, poly(p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV) and poly[2-methoxy-5-(2’-ethylhexyloxy)-p-phenylene vinylene] (MEH-PPV) are currently two of the most investigated systems because of their high luminescence efficiency, facile processing, electronic tunability, and a wide range of experimental evidence.26–28 Furthermore, the extremely long spin coherence times owing to their weak intermolecular spin-orbit interaction of van der Waals type and small hyperfine field are favorable for studying the extension and migration of electrically or photo-generated neutral and charged states within these systems.27,29
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Earlier, we conducted a comprehensive density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) study\textsuperscript{30,31} for neutral and charged self-localized excited states in PPV and MEH-PPV oligomers in their trans geometries without any torsional distortions along their backbones. The functionalization of PPV with alkoxy side chains was demonstrated to have a negligible effect on the spatial localization of the electronic excitations. Also, the particle-hole symmetry was preserved in the trans-isomeric form of the polymers. However, some of these observations for isolated perfect chains are found to be in contrast to the previous experimental\textsuperscript{32} and theoretical\textsuperscript{33} studies, observing the strong dependence of the response of the opposite carriers on the molecular structure and distribution of the atomic charges within the polymers. In molecular clusters, Yang et al.\textsuperscript{34,35} observed an asymmetry in the behavior of hole and electron traps owing to the weaker intramolecular interactions between different conjugated segments of MEH-PPV than for unsubstituted PPV. Recently, an experimental study\textsuperscript{27} revealed substantial difference in the optically detected magnetic resonance response by the opposite charges constituting a polaron pair for MEH-PPV organic light-emitting diodes. The asymmetry in the behavior of these charges was attributed to the different number of nuclear spins interacting with them, determining their degree of localization. Hence, the polymer traps the electron more tightly than the hole due to the self-trapping being inversely related to the extent of hyperfine field felt. The electron- and energy-transfer properties for the trans and cis isomers were also revealed to vary for oligo(phenylene vinylene) derivatives with various side-chain substitutions.\textsuperscript{36,37} The fluorescence intensity of the optoelectronic devices was shown to improve by the introduction of cis defects into the backbone of the PPV derivatives.\textsuperscript{38–40} Further, in a theoretical study,\textsuperscript{41} the hole and electron-transport properties were observed to be markedly different for cis conformations of PPV derivatives in comparison to the trans ones.

These studies, focusing on the effect of the functionalization of the PPV polymer on the charge carrier-transport properties, motivated us to carry out our present investigation. In this contribution, we explore the effect of the presence of trans and cis types of conformational defects and alkoxy side groups on the localization of the charged excitations in PPV using DFT calculations. We are interested in describing the interactions between the oppositely charged carriers and the one-dimensional polymer chains owing to various conformational irregularities induced within them.

**COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY**

We study the positive (P\textsuperscript{+}) and negative (P\textsuperscript{−}) polarons using the long-range-corrected LC-wPBE functional for ten-repeat-unit oligomers of PPV and MEH-PPV with different types of conformational defects along their length. Each repeat unit consists of a phenyl ring attached to a vinyl bridge. The importance of the inclusion of long-range corrections to the exchange for the description of these excitations in accordance with the experimental measurements was benchmarked in our previous contributions.\textsuperscript{30,31,42–44} The defects of trans nature are introduced by applying a 180° rotation of the dihedral angle between phenyl and vinyl units, forming a weak bend along the length of the chain. Similarly, the cis defect is produced by a strong bend involving a 180° rotation of one of the vinyl bonds along the polymer. Henceforth, we refer to the "weak-trans" and "strong-cis" defects as the "small kink" (SK) and the "large kink" (LK), respectively. These kinks break the symmetry of the π-conjugation along the chain, dividing the chain into two distinct segments of equal or unequal length. Here, we study the effect on the localization of charged excitations owing to the introduction of structural defects of trans and cis nature in comparison to the undistorted trans geometry. The different geometrical configurations belonging to the same isomer type differ in their respective position of the kink on the chain. Figure 1 shows the scheme for all considered geometrical configurations in this study of MEH-PPV oligomers, namely, (a) trans, (b) trans-SK (6-3), (c) trans-SK (7-2), (d) cis-LK (4-4), and (e) cis-LK (5-3). The two numerals in the parenthesis denote the number of vinyl bonds on either side of the kink. Similar structures have been investigated for PPV oligomers as well.

All computations have been performed using the Gaussian09 suite\textsuperscript{45} and the 6-31G* basis set. In our calculation model, the alkoxy side-chain groups OCH\textsubscript{3} were replaced by OCH\textsubscript{2} in MEH-PPV to speed up the numerical calculations. Past tests show that this is a valid approximation and it does not significantly affect the electronic structure of the backbone.\textsuperscript{30,31} Optimal geometries of P\textsuperscript{+} and P\textsuperscript{−} states were obtained using a standard self-consistent field scheme of cation and anion spin states, respectively. A moderately polar solvent, acetonitrile (\(\epsilon = 37.5\)), is included via the conductor-like polarizable continuum model as implemented in Gaussian09 software package to mimic the polymer’s highly polarizable dielectric environment in this study by matching its optical dielectric permitivity. Although this may be an overestimation of the static dielectric constant of PPV, but it is in good agreement with the polymer’s large dynamic dielectric value. Additional calculations (data not shown) have revealed the same solvent-induced localization with a low-polarity solvent, tetrahydrofuran (\(\epsilon = 7.6\)), in comparison to the higher polarity solvent (acetonitrile) in these polymers.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Figure 2 shows the effect of various defects on the localization properties of P\textsuperscript{+} and P\textsuperscript{−} excitations in MEH-PPV (right panel) in comparison to PPV (left panel). Only the calculations in the presence of a dielectric medium are shown. Plotted are the bond length alternations (BLAs) of vinyl bonds along the length of the chain. The BLA parameter is defined as the difference between C–C single and double bonds in the vinyl bridge and determines the degree of Peierls distortion in conjugated molecular chains.\textsuperscript{46,47} It is observed to reach its minimum, signifying the self-trapping of P\textsuperscript{+} and P\textsuperscript{−} polarons for both the polymers at the middle of the chain for their undistorted trans geometries (top panels, Fig. 2).
FIGURE 1 Studied geometrical configurations of MEH-PPV oligomer composed of 10 repeat units. (A) Undistorted trans-isomeric geometry. (B) Weak conformational defects (SKs) via a bend of trans form introduced at two different positions along the chain length. These defects are obtained by applying a 180° rotation of the dihedral angle between the phenyl and the vinyl units. (C) Strong conformational defects of cis nature (LKs) introduced at two different positions along the chain length. These defects are obtained by 180° rotation of one of the vinyl bonds. The left- and right-hand numerals in the parenthesis denote the number of vinyl bonds on either side of the kink.
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FIGURE 2  Variation of BLA (Å) for positive (P⁺) and negative (P⁻) polaronic excitations in PPV (left) and MEH-PPV (right) oligomers calculated at LC-wPBE/6-31G* level in the presence of solvent. The corresponding fully relaxed geometries are obtained for five different configurations: trans, trans-SK (6-3), trans-SK (7-2), cis-LK (4-4), and cis-LK (5-3). The dashed line represents the defect position on the chain.

However, PPV exhibits different localization patterns than MEH-PPV for various trans and cis defects as discussed below. The dashed line in the figure denotes the position of the defect along the chain length. The P⁺ and P⁻ polarons continue to localize in the middle of the PPV chain with weak distortions of trans nature, whereas the observed particle-hole symmetry is completely broken for MEH-PPV chains, having the same nature of distortions. The P⁺ state now resides close to the defect position, whereas P⁻ stays away from it. Interestingly, we observe the particle-hole symmetry to be roughly preserved for PPV and MEH-PPV oligomers having strong-cis distortions. In both these systems, the electrons and holes are repelled away from the cis defect site. The characteristic sizes of the P⁺ and P⁻ excitations are found to be identical for PPV for all the considered configurations. This trend changes for MEH-PPV, where the size of the P⁺ excitation is larger compared to that of P⁻ with the introduction of defects. The size is defined as the full width at half-maximum in terms of the repeat units of the BLA plots of the oligomer chains. Thus, we observe that the interaction of solvent with oligo(phenylene vinylene) chains is highly sensitive to their molecular geometry. The different behaviors of PPV and MEH-PPV are attributed to the presence of the alkoxy groups (OCH₃) on the phenyl rings in the latter, distributing a complex set of local dipoles along the molecular backbone. These trends are further shown in Supporting Information Figures 1S and 2S, plotting the BLAs and Mulliken atomic spin densities computed for P⁺ and P⁻ states, respectively, of MEH-PPV oligomer in vacuum and solvent. Spin density distributions signify the spatial confinement of the electronic excitation owing to the polarization effects playing an important role in the spatial confinement of positive polaron due to the trapping of electronic wavefunction, which ultimately results in the respective lattice distortions. Overall, the polarization of the medium increases the extent of both the structural and the electronic localization for negative polaron P⁻ unlike the trends observed for the positive polaron P⁺.

The difference in the response of injected holes and electrons on MEH-PPV chains with weak-trans distortions intrigued us to further investigate these localization patterns as discussed below. We are interested in studying the behavior of holes (electrons) added to these systems in the native optimal geometries of P⁻ (P⁺) states to understand whether the added holes (electrons) would still localize away from (close to) the weak-trans-defect sites and be able to overcome the energy barrier for hopping. The top and middle panels of Figure 3 demonstrate the BLA (left) and spin density (right) of P⁺ (P⁻) excitations on the MEH-PPV chains relaxed in the neutral ground (S₀) and charged P⁺ (P⁻) states in the presence of solvent. Plotted are the trans-SK (6-3) (top) and trans-SK (7-2) (middle) configurations. In this figure, we have used a composite notation "(X,Y)" where X indicates the initial optimal state of the system before adding a charge carrier and Y denotes the final equilibrium state upon its addition. We observe that the system attains its equilibrium away from (close to) the defect upon P⁺ (P⁻) excitation from the uniform S₀ state. In contrast, it relaxes close to (away from) the defect when starting from the optimal P⁻ (P⁺) state for P⁺ (P⁻) excitation. This suggests the existence of two energy minima for P⁺ and P⁻ states for MEH-PPV geometries with weak-trans defects. The system at the global minimum of P⁺ (P⁻) state attains the local minimum configuration for P⁺ (P⁻) with the addition of an electron (hole). For P⁺, the two BLA minima for trans-SK (6-3) geometries differ by 13 meV (in energy) which is less than the average thermal fluctuations at room temperature (~25 meV), whereas they differ by 55 meV for P⁻ excitation. This also implies that the average drift mobility for the hole in these systems is higher than the electron, to be discussed in detail later in this section. Supporting Information Figure 3S shows a similar trend for the spin localization of the injected holes (electrons) into the weak-trans-distorted systems.
optimized in $P^-$ ($P^+$) states and establishes the generality of our observations.

Our hypothesis for the existence of double-well potential energies for $P^+$ and $P^-$ states (Fig. 3) can be explored in-depth from an alternative perspective in Supporting Information Figure 4S. We observe that the system attains equilibrium at two specified (4th and 7th units) positions on the chain irrespective of the initial state of injected holes and electrons. The potential energy barriers between the two BLA minima (global and local) are predicted to be 14.7 meV for $P^+$ and 53.9 meV for $P^-$. These observations are in accordance with the results contained in Figure 3 and validate the double-well energy potential surfaces for the charged species for trans-SK MEH-PPV geometries. The bottom panels of Figure 3 sketch the energy diagram for the two final optimal states attained for $P^+$ and $P^-$ excitations along with their corresponding transition states. The transition states are lower by 0.2 meV for $P^+$ and higher by 5.1 meV for $P^-$ from their corresponding local minima. This indicates a potential for deeper negative polaron trapping in MEH-PPV materials.

We further analyze trends in the excitation reorganization energies (Table 1) owing to geometry relaxation and solvation energies (Table 2). The reorganization energy is defined as the sum of two geometry relaxation energies: one is the binding energy and the other is the total energy of the neutral ($S_0$) state in the charged-state geometry ($X$) and that in $S_0$ geometry for organic crystals. Binding energy is an important parameter controlling the charge transport in conjugated polymers and is summarized in Supporting Information Table 1S. We observe that the geometry relaxation effects in the presence of a polar solvent are much more pronounced in PPV than for MEH-PPV. The binding energies for $P^+$ states are tabulated to be smaller in magnitude than those for $P^-$. This difference is much more pronounced for the trans distortions upon addition of a solvent. The reorganization energy signifies the geometrical change in conjugated polymers upon excitation by a charge carrier. According to the Marcus hopping model, the reorganization energies are inversely proportional to the charge carrier hopping rates, determining their transport properties in $\pi$-conjugated systems. All distorted geometry types (trans-SK and cis-LK defects) considered in this study are observed to show similar hole- and electron-transport properties for PPV in solvent, unlike those observed for MEH-PPV. The trans- and cis-distorted geometries exhibit higher hole transport (lower reorganization energies) than electron transport for MEH-PPV. Inclusion of a polarizable medium provides a much higher stabilization for the $P^+$ states for distorted trans and cis geometries than for $P^-$ states observed in MEH-PPV oligomers. This is attributed to the different...
characteristic sizes (localization strengths) for the hole and
electron for MEH-PPV geometries (Fig. 2). In addition, for
characteristic sizes (localization strengths) for the hole and
carbons to accommodate more partial negative charge in
charged excitation (\( \text{X} \)) in vacuum and that in the solvent,
both calculated using the \( S_0 \) geometry. We observe that the
geometry types do not have much influence on the solvation
energies for either of the excitations for PPV and MEH-PPV. The detailed description of these states for
undistorted \( \text{trans} \) geometry has been provided in ref. 31. We do not observe any difference in the Kohn–Sham orbitals with the introduction of \( \text{trans} \) or \( \text{cis} \) defects into the system. However, the similar values of the binding and reorganization
energies for each of these geometry types already suggest this.

Table 2 summarizes the solvation energies for \( P^+ \) and \( P^- \)
states of PPV and MEH-PPV oligomers. This quantity is defined as the difference between the total energy of the charged excitation (\( \text{X} \)) in vacuum and that in the solvent, both calculated using the \( S_0 \) geometry. We observe that the geometry types do not have much influence on the solvation energies for either of the excitations for PPV and MEH-PPV. A polar solvent seems to provide a greater stabilization of about 0.8 eV to the \( P^- \) state in comparison to \( P^+ \) for MEH-
PPV. The difference in the solvation energies for \( P^+ \) and \( P^- \) states in PPV is half of that computed for these states in MEH-PPV. The observed asymmetry in \( P^+ \) and \( P^- \) solvation energies is due to the difference in the distribution of local atomic charges within \( P^+ \) and \( P^- \) charged chains of PPV. The larger \( P^- \) energies are attributed to the ability of carbons to accommodate more partial negative charge in comparison to \( P^+ \). This leads to the higher stabilization of the \( \text{C} = \text{H} \) interactions for \( P^- \) excitations. Finally, the \( P^- \) energy values are observed to further increase for MEH-
PPV owing to the presence of the more electronegative oxygen atom.

Observed trends can be illustrated using the spatial distributions of molecular and natural orbitals. Figure 4 shows the characteristic highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) orbitals for \( P^+ \) and \( P^- \) states in their corresponding native geometries for the \( \text{trans}-\text{SK} \ (6-3) \) geometry of MEH-PPV oligomer in the presence of solvent. The highest energy valence state belongs to the \( \alpha \)-orbitals, whereas the lowest energy conduction state belongs to the \( \beta \)-orbitals. The \( \beta \)-LUMO of \( P^+ \) represents a localized state of a positive polaron, whereas the \( \alpha \)-HOMO represents a polaronic state for the \( P^- \) excitation. We observe the \( P^- \) state to spread around the defect in contrast to the \( P^+ \) excitation. Orbital analysis of electronic excitations was conducted using the natural orbital (NO) representation for the singly occupied electronic levels which is also shown in Figure 4. The NOs are defined as the eigenfunctions of spinless one-particle electron density matrix. The \( P^+ \) and \( P^- \) states have only one NO with unit occupation localized away and on the defect, respectively.
CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we presented a detailed computational study and analysis of the energetics and spatial localization of polaronic excitations in conjugated phenylene vinylene oligomers with weak and strong conformational distortions. We observe that the particle-hole symmetry for undistorted all-trans MEH-PPV geometries is broken with the introduction of weak-trans defects. As opposed to being localized in the middle of the chain, the electron is attracted to the defect site, whereas the hole is repelled away. At the same time, both holes and electrons are repelled away from the strong defect sites of cis nature. The localization patterns for the polaronic excitations were observed to be invariant with respect to the position of defects along the chain. Inclusion of a polarizable dielectric medium (solvent) is found to be crucial for the self-trapping of positive and negative polarons. However, it has a different influence on the two distinct origins of localization. The polar solvent tends to increase the lattice distortion during geometry relaxation processes for P+, whereas P- shows less localization than the gas phase. The solvent tends to increase the spatial confinement of the electronic wavefunction for both types of polarons although the effect is highly pronounced for P+. This is in clear agreement with an experimental study,27 where the electrons are reported to be more localized than the hole for MEH-PPV oligomers. On the other hand, the pristine PPV chains preserve the particle-hole symmetry even with the introduction of these defects. The trans isomers are observed to localize the charges in the middle, whereas the polarons are spatially kept away from the cis-defect positions. The solvent seems to enhance the extent of lattice and spin distortion equally for P+ and P- for all geometry types. The larger binding and solvation energies for P- in comparison to P+ in MEH-PPV than unsubstituted PPV elucidates the distinct localization patterns for holes and electrons in these oligomers.

We also found that the localized P+ and P- states exhibit double-well potentials for weak-trans distorted geometries of MEH-PPV oligomers. The energy difference between the two wells is much higher for P- than P+. Thus, the hole is observed to have higher drift mobilities in weak-trans MEH-PPV geometries than the electrons as also predicted by their observed lower reorganization energies according to Marcus hopping model.50 Hence, this study allows us to tune the charge-transport and photophysical properties in conjugated organic materials by understanding their structure–property relationships.
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